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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | A Hermeneutic
Phenomenological Study | As part of their supernumerary clinical placements, caring for infectious
isolated patients is integrated into student nurses&apos; general nursing experience. Caring for
these patients poses not only opportunities for learning but also many challenges for nursing
practice and the nurse- patient relationship. Through methods grounded in the hermeneutic
phenomenological approach, this study explored second year student nurses&apos; experiences of
caring for infectious patients in source isolation within the general hospital setting. Four themes
emerged; The Organisation: Caring in Context, The Barriers and Breaking the Barriers, Theory and
Practice, Only a Student. Findings indicate that caring for infectious isolated patients is influenced
by the context within which such care is provided. The caring experience is dramatically altered by
virtue of the uniqueness of the imposed physical, psychological, social and emotional barriers of
isolation. The findings from this study are relevant for all practitioners involved in student nurse
education around issues relating to infection control. | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache:
english | 96 pp.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea Leg r os V
The ideal ebook i actually read through. It really is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably simple way
and it is just after i finished reading this ebook where in fact modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Alice Cr emin
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